C3.1 Children Legally Free for Adoption Discharged to a Permanent Home Prior to the Age 18

Children in Foster Care 24+ Months Discharged to Permanent Home Before the End of FY and Age 18

National Standard 29.1% or higher

0 0.0 Percent
1.1 - 20.0 Percent
29.1 - 100.0 Percent

Measure C3.1 Children legally free for adoption discharged to a permanent home prior to age 18.

Of all children who were discharge from foster care in the calendar year and who were legally free for adoption (i.e., there was a termination of parental rights for each living parent), what percent were discharged to a permanent home prior to their 18th birthday? A permanent home is defined as having discharge reason of adoption, guardianship, or reunification (including living with a relative).

0.0% means that the county had children that qualified but it failed to score any points on the measures.

No Data means that the county had no children that qualified and therefore had no participation in the measure.
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C3.2 Children in Foster Care for Two Years or More Discharged to Permanent Home Prior to age 18

National Standard 98% or higher

0 No Data
0.3 Percent
1.1 - 7.0 Percent
96.0 - 100.0 Percent

Measure C3.2 Children in foster care for two years or more discharged to permanent home prior to age 18:

Of all children in foster care for 24 months or longer on the first day of the calendar year, what percent were discharged to a permanent home prior to their 18th birthday and by the end of the of the calendar year? A permanent home is defined as having a discharge reason of adoption, guardianship, or reunification (including living with a relative). 98% means that the county had children that qualified but it failed to score any points on the measures.

No Data means that the county had no children that qualified and therefore had no participation in the measure.
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